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Dear Sirs,

Proposed Parole Board Hearing

Today I asked my OMU Supervisor as to why no date had yet been fixed for my oral hearing?

I asked its purpose bearing in mind I am only here due to ABMU Health Trust abuse with their
specific doctors protected, as usual, by South Wales Police's bizarre policy of 'zero tolerance'. I
am unlikely to accept MAPPA hostel insults and police draconian curfew nonsense again.

I had the good fortune to witness a Prison Inspectorate visit by Mr N Hardwick and his
'inquisitives' and furnished him, I hope, with useful information despite my belief that better time
could have been directed at HMP Cardiff where the police/IVlasonic influence is admitted as rife.

Are you, please, prepared to supply me with reasons why an oral hearing is beneficial in the light
of the specific circumstances listed in the enclosed 'Position Statement'? From time to time ii is
essential I attempt to keep a trial judge, His Honour Judge Llewellyn QC, informed while eight or
so damages claims, against the South Wales Police Authority, are being deliberately delayed.

It has become apparent the delay in three of the claims, back in the 90s, was to avoid a .trial by
jury', my only reason for litigation in the first place. The delay included the need to prejudice i
!!ig* in person in preserving his evidence for the disappearance of those originally culpable.
The inevitable deterioration of the Claimant's health, exacerbated by prolonged medical neglect,
was caused by the police and now simple old age!

South Wales' partly devolved govemment is paranoid to hurry through judicial autonomy
legislation and to have their own police force. This is driven, no doubt, by the same puerile and
selfish reasons north of the border recently so aptly revealed. I have studied the result of similar
legislation, in a tax haven south west of you and its effect on its people is as equally worrying.

I enclose current conditions a litigant in person is subjected to in our mindless punishment regime

Yours truly,

Maurice J Kirk BVSc 22Years of Police Butlying HMP Swansea
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